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The right interface
for beer bottling
Sidel has supplied Carlsberg Italia with a complete line for the bottling and packaging of
the beer produced at its Induno Olona facility. For the development of the man-machine
interface on the line, the COPA-DATA zenon HMI was used; making the management of
machines and formats simpler and more effective.
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The approach adopted in the Carlsberg facility is fairly com-
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Not least is the alarm management system. Reverberi continues: “The notification system is composed of alarms which
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Operator Interface Development Manager for the machines.

Even the local interface of the two ‘twin’ fillers has been
created using zenon to enable the local management of all of

The HMI developed using zenon provides a visualization

the operative functions of the machines. The most interesting
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cally on the filler and on the rest of the plant by exploiting the

“By selecting the outline of a machine, for example, it is possible to control the status of the signals exchanged between

system client-server architecture,” observes Danilo Montini,
HMI Product Care Manager for Sidel Parma.

